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Using a framework in which all elements are constrained by Dyson-Schwinger equation studies in

QCD, and therefore incorporate a consistent, direct and simultaneous description of light- and heavy-

quarks and the states they constitute, we analyze the accuracy of SUð4Þ-flavor symmetry relations

between ���, K�K, and D�D couplings. Such relations are widely used in phenomenological analyses

of the interactions between matter and charmed mesons. We find that while SUð3Þ-flavor symmetry is

accurate to 20%, SUð4Þ relations underestimate the D�D coupling by a factor of 5.
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I. INTRODUCTION.—Hadrons in-medium are the focus
of intense theoretical and experimental activity. The chief
motivation in heavy-ion collisions is a better understanding
of QCD’s deconfined phase, viz. the putative quark-gluon
plasma, its chiral restoration phase transition, and associ-
ated order parameters. While an enhancement of charm
and strangeness in the quark-gluon phase is predicted to
lead to the copious production of DðsÞ mesons [1] at the

large hadron collider (LHC), J=c suppression has long
been suggested as an unambiguous signature for quark-
gluon plasma formation [2]. Notwithstanding ongoing de-
bates about charmonia production mechanisms and a wide
range of suppression effects, much effort is sensibly dedi-
cated to understanding the complicated final-state interac-
tions which occur after hadronization of the plasma; see,
e.g., Ref. [3].

Charmed-meson interactions with nuclear matter will
also be studied at the future Facility for Antiproton and
Ion Research (FAIR) and possibly at Jefferson Laboratory
(JLab). Low-momentum charmonia, such as J=c and c ,

and Dð�Þ mesons can be produced by annihilation of anti-
protons on nuclei (FAIR) or by scattering electrons from
nuclei (JLab). Since charmonia do not share valence quarks
in common with the surrounding nuclear medium, pro-
posed interaction mechanisms include: QCD van der
Waals forces, arising from the exchange of two or more
gluons between color-singlet states [4]; and intermediate

charmed hadron states [5], such that �Dð�ÞDð�Þ hadronic
vacuum polarization components of the J=c interact
with the medium via meson exchanges [6].

A kindred approach is applied to low-energy interactions
of open-charmmesons with nuclei, which may create a path
to the production of charmed nuclear-bound states (D-mesic
nuclei) [7–10]. These studies rely on model Lagrangians,
within which effective interactions are expressed through

couplings betweenDð�Þ- and light-pseudoscalar- and vector-
mesons. The models are typically an SUð4Þ extension of

light-flavor chirally-symmetric Lagrangians. Most recently,
exotic states formed by heavy mesons and a nucleon
were investigated, based upon heavy-meson chiral perturba-
tion theory [10]. In that study a universal coupling, g�,
between a heavy quark and a light pseudoscalar or vector
meson was inferred from the strong decay D� ! D�, cf.
Ref. [11].
In the context of chiral Lagrangians, it is natural to

question the reliability of couplings based on SUð4Þ sym-
metry. Flavor-breaking effects are already known to occur
in the strange sector and should only be expected to
increase when including charm quarks. The order of mag-
nitude of this larger symmetry breaking is signalled by the
compilation of charmed couplings in Ref. [3], where
SUð4Þ relations are shown to be violated at various degrees
(ranging from 7% to 70%) in couplings between two heavy
mesons and one light meson. No states containing a
s-quark were considered.
Herein, we study a different quantitative measure, based

upon ratios between the D�D, K�K, and ��� couplings;
namely, a difference between the same coupling involving
either a c-, s-, or light-quark. We are motivated by the
notion that the K�K and D�D systems are dynamically
equivalent in the sense that the heavier quark acts as a
spectator and contributes predominantly to the static prop-
erties of the mesons, whereas the exchange dynamics is
mediated by the light quarks. In practice, the symmetry
idea is expressed by implementing gD�D ’ gK�K in the

meson-exchange models [8,9]. The ��� coupling pro-
vides a well-constrained benchmark.
II. DSE FRAMEWORK.—Our primary object of interest

is a phenomenological coupling that relates the transition
amplitude of an initial pseudoscalar H ¼ Qf-meson, Q ¼
c, s, and f ¼ u, d, to an identical meson via emission of an
off-shell �. The matrix element for this transition is

hHðp2Þj�ðP; �ÞjHðp1Þi ¼ gH�H�� � P; (1)
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an expression which defines the dimensionless coupling of
the two pseudoscalar mesons to a vector meson with mo-
mentum P ¼ p2 � p1 and polarization state �. The decay
� ! �� is also described by such a matrix element.
However, there is no associated physical process whenm2

� <

4m2
H and p2

1 ¼ p2
2 ¼ �m2

H. (N.B.: a Euclidean metric is
used: f��; ��g ¼ 2���; �

y
� ¼ ��; a �b¼P

4
i¼1aibi; and

tr½�5��������� ¼ �4	����, 	1234 ¼ 1. For a spacelike

vector P�, P
2 > 0.) Nevertheless, a coupling of this sort is

employed in defining �-meson-mediated exchange-
interactions between a nucleon and pseudoscalar strange-
or charm-mesons. In such applications: the off-shell
�-meson’s momentum is necessarily spacelike; and a cou-
pling and form factor may be defined once one settles on a
definition of the off-shell �-meson.

Symmetry-preserving models built upon predictions of
QCD’s Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs) provide a
sound framework within which to examine heavy-meson
observables [11–15]. Such studies describe quark propa-
gation via fully dressed Schwinger functions, which has a
material impact on light-quark characteristics [16].

At leading-order in a systematic, symmetry-preserving
truncation scheme [17], one may express Eq. (1) as

gH�H�
� � P ¼ trCD

Z d4k

ð2�Þ4 �Hðk; k1ÞSQðkQÞ ��Hðk;�k2Þ

� Sfðk0fÞ��� � ���ðk;�PÞSfðkfÞ; (2)

where S represent dressed-quark propagators for the indi-
cated flavor and �H are meson Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes
(BSAs), with H ¼ �, K, D. In Eq. (2): the trace is
over color and spinor indices; kQ ¼ kþ w1p1, k

0
f ¼ kþ

w1p1 � p2, kf ¼ k� w2p1, where the relative-

momentum partitioning parameters satisfy w1 þ w2 ¼ 1;
and ��� is the vector-meson polarization four-vector. This

approximation has been employed successfully; see, for
instance, applications in Refs. [14,16,18–22].

We simultaneously calculate the D-, K-, and �-meson
leptonic decay constants via [13]:

P�fH ¼ trCD
Z d4k

ð2�Þ4 �5��
Hðk;PÞ; (3)

M�f� ¼ 1

3
trCD

Z d4k

ð2�Þ4 ��

�
�ðk;PÞ; (4)

where 
ðk;PÞ ¼ Sf1ðkþ w1PÞ�ðk;PÞSf2ðk� w2PÞ. The

BSAs are canonically normalized; viz., for pseudoscalars

2P� ¼
�

@

@K�

�ðP;KÞ
�
P2¼�m2

0�

K¼P
; (5)

�ðP;KÞ¼ trCD
Z d4k

ð2�Þ4
��0�ðk;�PÞSf1ðkþw1KÞ�0�ðk;PÞ

�Sf2ðk�w2KÞ; (6)

with an analogous expression for the � [13].
The solution of QCD’s gap equation is the dressed-quark

propagator, which has the general form

SðpÞ ¼ �i� � p�Vðp2Þ þ �Sðp2Þ
¼ 1=½i� � pAðp2Þ þ Bðp2Þ�: (7)

For light-quarks, it is a longstanding DSE prediction that
both the wave-function renormalization, Zðp2Þ ¼ 1=Aðp2Þ,
and dressed-quark mass-function,Mðp2Þ¼Bðp2Þ=Aðp2Þ¼
�Sðp2Þ=�Vðp2Þ, receive strong momentum-dependent
modifications at infrared momenta: Zðp2Þ is suppressed
and Mðp2Þ enhanced. These features are characteristic of
dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) and, plausi-
bly, of confinement. (N.B.: Eqs (8) and (9) represent the
quark propagator SðpÞ as an entire function, which entails
the absence of a Lehmann representation and is a sufficient
condition for confinement [23,24].) The significance of this
infrared dressing has long been emphasized [18]; e.g., it is
intimately connected with the appearance of Goldstone
modes [16]. The predicted behavior of Zðp2Þ, Mðp2Þ has
been confirmed in numerical simulations of lattice-
regularized QCD [24,25].
While numerical solutions of the quark DSE are readily

obtained, the utility of an algebraic form for SðpÞ, when
calculations require the evaluation of numerous integrals,
is self-evident. An efficacious parametrization, exhibiting
the aforementioned features and used extensively
[13,14,18,26], is expressed via

��SðxÞ¼2 �mF ð2ðxþ �m2ÞÞþF ðb1xÞF ðb3xÞ½b0þb2F ð	xÞ�;
(8)

��VðxÞ ¼ 1

xþ �m2
½1�F ð2ðxþ �m2ÞÞ�; (9)

with x ¼ p2=�2, �m ¼ m=�, F ðxÞ ¼ ½1� expð�xÞ�=x,
��SðxÞ ¼ ��Sðp2Þ and ��VðxÞ ¼ �2�Vðp2Þ. The parameter
values were fixed [13] by requiring a least-squares fit to a
wide range of light- and heavy-meson observables, and
take the values:

f �mf bf0 bf1 bf2 bf3
u ¼ d 0:00948 0:131 2:94 0:733 0:185

s 0:210 0:105 3:18 0:858 0:185

: (10)

At a scale � ¼ 0:566 GeV, the current-quark masses take
the values mu ¼ 5:4 MeV and ms ¼ 119 MeV, and one
obtains the following Euclidean constituent-quark masses

[27]: M̂E
u ¼ 0:36 GeV and M̂E

s ¼ 0:49 GeV. (N.B.: 	 ¼
10�4 in Eq. (8) acts only to decouple the large- and
intermediate-p2 domains [18].)
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We note that studies which do not or cannot implement
light-quark dressing in this QCD-consistent manner invari-
ably encounter problems arising from the need to employ
large constituent-quark masses and the associated poles in
the light-quark propagators [28]. This typically translates
into considerable model sensitivity for computed observ-
ables [15].

Whereas the impact of DCSB on light-quark propaga-
tors is significant, the effect diminishes with increasing
current-quark mass (see, e.g., Fig. 1 in Ref. [13]). This
can be explicated by considering the dimensionless and
renormalization-group-invariant ratio &f :¼ �f=M

E
f ,

where �f is a constituent-quark �-term: &f measures the

effect of explicit chiral symmetry breaking on the dressed-
quark mass-function compared with the sum of the effects
of explicit and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking.
Calculation reveals [22]: &u ¼ 0:02, &s ¼ 0:23, &c ¼
0:65, &b ¼ 0:8. Plainly, &f vanishes in the chiral limit

and remains small for light quarks, since the magnitude
of their constituent mass owes primarily to DCSB. On the
other hand, for heavy quarks, &f ! 1 because explicit

chiral symmetry breaking is the dominant source of their
mass. Notwithstanding this, confinement remains impor-
tant for the heavy-quarks. These considerations are bal-
anced in the following simple form for the c-quark
propagator:

ScðkÞ ¼ �i� � kþ M̂c

M̂2
c

F ðk2=M̂2
cÞ; (11)

which implements confinement but produces a
momentum-independent c-quark mass-function; namely,

�c
Vðk2Þ=�c

Sðk2Þ ¼ M̂c. We use M̂c ¼ 1:32 GeV [13].

A meson is described by the amplitude obtained from a
homogeneousBethe-Salpeter equation. In solving that equa-
tion the simultaneous solution of the gap equation is re-
quired. Since we have already chosen to simplify the
calculations by parametrizing SðpÞ, we follow
Refs. [11,13–15] and also employ that expedient with�Hð�Þ.

In this connection, the quark-level Goldberger-Treiman
relations derived in Ref. [29] motivate and support the
following parametrization of the � and K BSAs:

��;Kðk;PÞ ¼ i�5

p
2

f�;K
B�;Kðk2Þ; (12)

whereB�;K :¼Bujb
u
0!b�;K

0

mu!0 and are obtained fromEqs. (7)–(9)

through the replacements bu0 ! b�0 ¼ 0:204, bu0 ! bK0 ¼
0:319, which yield computed values f� ¼ 146 MeV, fK ¼
178 MeV [13]. Equation (12) expresses the fact that the
dominant invariant function in a pseudoscalar meson’s
BSA is closely related to the scalar piece of the dressed-
quark self energy owing to the axial-vector Ward-Takahashi
identity and DCSB.

Regarding the � meson, DSE studies [20,30] indicate
that, in applications such as ours, one may effectively use

��
� ðk;PÞ ¼

�
�� � P� � � P

P2

�
expð�k2=!2

�Þ
N �

; (13)

namely, a function whose support is greatest in the infra-
red. Similarly, for the D meson we choose:

�Dðk;PÞ ¼ i�5

expð�k2=!2
DÞ

N D

: (14)

The normalizations, N �, N D, are obtained from

Eqs. (5) and (6) and simultaneous calculation of the
weak decay constant in Eqs. (3) and (4). In the expression
for the coupling, Eq. (1), as well as in Eqs. (3)–(5), we
follow the momentum-partitioning prescription of
Ref. [11], which leads to wc

1 ¼ 0:79; viz., most but not
all the heavy-light-meson’s momentum is carried by the
c-quark. We note that Poincaré covariance is a hallmark of
the direct application of DSEs to the calculation of hadron
properties. In such an approach, no physical observable can
depend on the choice of momentum partitioning. However,
that feature is compromised if, as herein, one does not
retain the complete structure of hadron bound-state ampli-
tudes [27]. Any sensitivity to the partitioning is an artifact
arising from our simplifications [11,14].
III. RESULTS.—The D-meson’s width parameter is

determined via analysis of relevant leptonic and strong
decays: !D ¼ 1:63� 0:10 GeV for mD ¼ 1:865 GeV
yields fD ¼ 206� 9 MeV [31] and gD�D� ¼ 18:7þ2:5

�1:4 cf.
17:9� 1:9 [32]. For the �, we use !� ¼ 0:56� 0:01 GeV

and w
�
2 ¼ 0:38, both determined [14] via a least-squares fit

to an array of light-light- and heavy-light-meson observ-
ables with m� ¼ 0:77 GeV. Using Eqs. (3), (5), and (6),

one therewith obtains f� ¼ 209 MeV, cf. experiment

216 MeV, which follows from the eþe� decay width [33].
With the width parameters fixed, we computed theD�D,

K�K, and ��� couplings in impulse approximation, fol-
lowing Eq. (2). Our results are depicted in Fig. 1. Notably,
we compute the amplitude directly: at all values of P2 and
current-quark mass. We do not need to resort to extrap-
olations, neither from spacelike ! timelike momenta nor
in current-quark mass, expedients which are necessary in
some other approaches [3,34].
The behavior of g���ðP2Þ provides a context for our

results. Experimentally [33], g���ð�m2
�Þ ¼ 6:0; and the

best numerically-intensive DSE computation available
produces [20] g���ð�m2

�Þ ¼ 5:2. Our algebraically-

simplified framework produces g���ð�m2
�Þ ¼ 4:8, just

8% smaller than the latter, and a P2-dependence for the
coupling which closely resembles that in Ref. [35]; e.g.,
both are smooth, monotonically decreasing functions, and
our value of g���ð�m2

�Þ=g���ðm2
�Þ ¼ 0:14 is just 10%

smaller. On the domain P2 2 ½�m2
�; m

2
��,

g���ðs ¼ P2Þ ¼ 1:84� 1:45s

1þ 0:75sþ 0:085s2
(15)
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provides an accurate interpolation of our result. If one
chooses instead to approximate our results using a mono-
pole parametrization at spacelike-P2, then a monopole
mass of ���� ¼ 0:61 GeV provides a least-squares fit

with relative-error-standard-deviation ¼ 5%.
In the case of exact SUð3Þ symmetry, one would have

gK�K ¼ g���=2. It is clear from the figure that the assump-

tion provides a fair approximation to our result on a
domain which one can reasonably consider as relevant to
meson-exchange model phenomenology; viz., on P2 2
½�m2

�; m
2
�� the error ranges from ð�10Þ � 40%. On this

domain an accurate interpolation is provided by

gK�KðsÞ ¼ 0:94� 0:62s

1þ 0:55s� 0:16s2
: (16)

If one insists on amonopole parametrization at spacelike-P2,
then a monopole mass of �K�K ¼ 0:77 GeV provides a fit

with relative-error-standard-deviation ¼ 4%.
With SUð4Þ symmetry, the picture is different. We have a

numerical result that is reliably interpolated via

gD�DðsÞ ¼ 5:05� 4:26s

1þ 0:36s� 0:060s2
: (17)

A monopole parametrization at spacelike-P2, with mass-
scale �D�D ¼ 0:69 GeV provides a fit with relative-

error-standard-deviation ¼ 5%. Our computed value
gD�Dð0Þ ¼ 5:05 is 75% larger than an estimate obtained

using QCD sum rules (3:0� 0:02 [3]) and 100% larger
than a vector-meson-dominance estimate (2.52 [36]).
Moreover, if SUð4Þ symmetry were exact, then gD�D ¼
gK�K ¼ g���=2, but it is plain from Eq. (17) that

gK�Kð0Þ ¼ 0:94, a result which exposes a symmetry vio-

lation of 440% at P2 ¼ 0. Furthermore, on the entire
domain P2 2 ½�m2

�; m
2
��, the symmetry-based expectation

gD�D ¼ gK�K is always violated, at a level of between

360–440%. The second identity, gD�D ¼ g���=2, is vio-

lated at the level of 320–540%. (N.B.: in connection with
heavy-quark symmetry, corrections of this order have also
been encountered in c ! d transitions [13].)
These conclusions are dramatic, so it is important to

explain why we judge them to be robust. The computations
of g��� and gK�K are considered reliable because we can

smoothly take the limit s-quark ! u-quark and thereby
recover a unique function that agrees with earlier compu-
tations by other groups.
This leaves the possibility of uncertainties connected

with ScðkÞ, Eq. (11); �Dðk;PÞ, Eq. (14); and the
momentum-partitioning parameter, wc

1. To explore sensi-
tivity to the c-quark propagator we used an even

simpler, nonconfining constituentlike form; viz., SCðkÞ ¼
1=ði� � kþ M̂cÞ. The effect at spacelike-P2 is modest.
However, the impact is large at timelike-P2 because there-
upon the �-meson momentum-squared begins to explore a
neighborhood of the spurious pole in SCðkÞ. Thus, the
simpler propagator serves to increase the violation of
SUð4Þ symmetry. Regarding �Dðk;PÞ, uncertainty is im-
plicit in the value of !D ¼ 1:63� 0:10 GeV, constrained
by the weak decay constant fDþ ¼ 206� 9 MeV [31].
However, variations of even 20% in !D have no material
impact on our results. Connected with that, a 20% change
in wc

1 produces only a 4% variation in!D via the fit to fDþ ,
hence any possibility of an effect from wc

1 can be dis-
counted owing to the previous consideration.
IV. DISCUSSION.—Predictions for bound states and

resonances derived from meson-exchange models are sen-
sitive to the values of couplings in their Lagrangians. In
these nonrelativistic models, the couplings are commonly
fixed to reproduce some known experimental data, e.g. the
scattering length of a physical system. The most prominent
such coupling, namely g�N , has long been used in nucleon-
nucleon potentials and serves to define the strength of the
pion’s coupling to a nucleon. It also determines the scale of
the long-range force in the nucleon-nucleon interaction and
associated scattering cross sections. Analogously, the

strength of the couplings Dð�ÞD�, Dð�ÞDð�Þ� between D
mesons and a light pion or �-meson plays a crucial role in
the formation of charmed-nuclei. However, whereas g�N
can be extracted from �N-scattering data [37], no such
information is available for charmed-meson interactions
with nucleons.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Upper panel—Dimensionless couplings:
gD�D (solid curve); gK�K (dashed curve); and g��� (dotted

curve)—all computed as a function of the �-meson’s off-shell
four-momentum-squared, with the pseudoscalar mesons on-
shell. Recall that with our Euclidean metric, P2 > 0 is spacelike.
Lower panel—Ratios of couplings: gK�K=gD�D (solid curve);

and gK�K=g��� (dashed curve). In the case of exact SUð4Þ
symmetry, these ratios take the values, respectively, 1 (dot-
dashed line) and (1=2) (dotted line). The vertical dotted line
marks the �-meson’s on-shell point in both panels. (N.B. in GeV:
mD ¼ 1:865, m� ¼ 0:77, mK ¼ 0:494, m� ¼ 0:138.).
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In our approach, which is based on an internally con-
sistent use of impulse approximation and unifies the
description of light- and heavy-mesons, we compute
these couplings from the transition amplitude between
two D mesons and an off-shell light meson. We find
that SUð4Þ symmetry is a very poor guide to the couplings.
On the other hand, in relation to such models it provides
a constructive suggestion that one might reasonably
employ

FME
D�Dðj ~qj2Þ ¼ gME

D�D

�ME2
D�D

�ME2
D�D þ j ~qj2 ; (18)

with gME
D�D � 5,�ME

D�D � 0:7 GeV, to describeDD scatter-

ing via �ð ~qÞ-meson exchange.
This might be compared with the parametrization [8]:

FH
D�Dðj ~qj2Þ ¼ gHD�D

�H2
D�D

�H2
D�D þ j ~qj2 ; (19)

�H
D�D ¼ 1:4 GeV, gHD�D � 2, based on the notion of

SUð4Þ symmetry, which our analysis has discredited. The
coupling in Eq. (19) is smaller than that in Eq. (18), but the
evolution is harder. These effects cancel to some degree,
but here the magnitudes are such that our result, Eq. (18),
provides an integrated interaction

V0 ¼
Z

d3 ~qFH
D�Dðj ~qj2Þ2

1

j ~qj2 þm2
�

(20)

that is roughly 40% greater. (N.B.: if gHD�D ! 2:6 �
ð1=2ÞgME

D�D, then VH
0 � VME

0 .) By the same measure, our

D�D interaction is 20% stronger than that in Ref. [10],
which uses �Y

D�D ¼ 1:14 GeV, gV ¼ 5:8, and hence

gYD�D ¼ 0:9gV½1�m2
�=�

Y2
D�D� ¼ 2:85: (21)

While our results argue against hard form factors, the
interaction enhancement they produce is abundantly clear.
Notably, a large value for the interaction strength entails an
inflated cross-section inDN scattering. In particular, in the
meson-exchange model of Ref. [8] (single-meson ex-
change version), the I ¼ 1 �DN cross section is inflated
by a factor of�5, when using the our result, Eq. (18), for!
and �, instead of Eq. (19). Hence, implementation of
our results could have material consequences on, e.g.,
the possibility for formation of charmed-resonances
or -bound-states in nuclei.
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